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ABSTRACT 

 

Kano Model is a well-known qualitative tool to determine customer satisfaction for 

product attributes. Even though throughout the years most researchers have focused on 

increasing the accuracy of Kano model there still exist certain uncertainty about the 

accuracy of final result outcome. Kano model was developed based on the assumption 

that the five response statements used in the questionnaire are not equidistant on a scale. 

The words “Like” and “Dislike” have been considered to be very strong positive and 

negative responses while the words “Can live with it” and “Must-be” have been 

considered to be very weak responses and therefore have been clustered with the word 

“Neutral”. In practice, “Can live with it” and “Must be” might not be weak as thought. 

This study investigates further what customers usually think when they are answering the 

Kano questionnaire. A Kano survey on smart phones was conducted in this study using 

both Kano and Likert scale to identify exact thoughts of customer on Kano wordings. The 

results show how respondents consider “Must-be” and “Can live with” to be valid strong 

responses that should not lie very close to “Neutral”. This find out supports the need for 

the modification of the evaluation table. Based on an analysis of customer response 

pattern traditional Kano wordings were altered to much more clearer set of wordings and 

Kano graph is modified, so that it would reflect customer thoughts much more clearly and 

accurately. Relative to these initial theoretical changes Kano categorization using 

evaluation table is also revised and reformed. Case studies were carried out to prove how 

these changes to Kano model identify customer requirements much more clearly than it 

has done before.  

 

Keywords: Kano model, Kano questionnaire, Kano evaluation table, Product 

design, Product attributes, Customer response 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Background of the study  

Customer satisfaction is one of the key requirement for a long term success in a business. 

When adding a new feature or an attribute into a product or a service, there exists a certain 

probability that a customer would accept, reject or even not notice what has been 

delivered to the customer. Investing time and money on an attribute, which will not be 

appreciated by customers, will lead to a massive failure in the business. Therefore, it is 

essential to understand what customer requirements lead to better satisfaction than the 

others in order to deliver a better experience to the customer (Tontini, 2000). 

At the stage of buying a product many factors tend to influence the decision of the 

customer. Level of satisfaction may vary according to how well the attributes of the 

product or service have been put together to address customer needs. If these attributes 

can be articulated to address customer requirements exactly in right amount it will lead 

to long lasting financial stability and customer loyalty.  

Kano et al., (1984) first introduced a technique to categorize product or service attributes 

depending on how well they address customer requirements. This method was known as 

the Kano model, and has the potential to convey customer’s thoughts into a clearer set of 

information that would benefit the producers when setting priorities and allocating 

resources to increase the satisfaction of the customer. Kano model transforms qualitative 

data derived from the customer into a set of quantitative frequencies that can be broken 

down into separate segments depending on the form of satisfaction. The theory of the 

traditional Kano model is based upon a two-dimensional quality model, which describes 

the relationship between the variations of customer satisfaction along with the product 

functionality.   

The general basic idea would be that, the customer satisfaction increases along with the 

increase of product functionality; but Kano Model reveals much more detailed description 

of the relationship between satisfaction and functionality. The two dimensional quality 

theory proposes that there exists a non-linear asymmetric relationship between the two 

variables. (Matzler, 2004). According to the Kano model, the attributes of any product 

can be classified into four main quality categories: attractive (A), one-dimensional (O), 

must-be (M) and indifferent (I). 

Kano Model addresses five main distinct categories of quality attributes, which can be 

graphically illustrated in a two dimensional form. (Figure 1.1). Along the positive 

direction of the y-axis level of satisfaction increases, while along the negative direction 

of the y-axis level of dissatisfaction increases. Attribute functionality increases moving 

towards right along the x-axis, while moving towards the left side of the x-axis attribute 

becomes more dysfunctional.  

Kano diagram represents five main categories of quality dimensions. Different attributes 

satisfy customers differently. The satisfaction towards an attribute is not always linear 

with the functionality. Therefore type of satisfaction varies depending upon how the 

attribute addresses customer requirements. 
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Figure 1.1: Kano two-dimentional quality model (CQM, 1993) 

The quality attribute belongs to the “One-dimensional” category when the satisfaction is 

linearly proportional with the attribute’s functionality. On the other hand, lesser the 

functionality lesser the level of satisfaction; while higher the level of functionality higher 

the level of satisfaction. The graphical representation of the one-dimensional category is 

illustrated by a linear straight line, passing through the origin at an angle of forty-five 

degrees. A well-known example for an attribute with one dimensional property is the gas 

mileage of an automobile. Better the gas mileage higher the satisfaction, lesser the gas 

mileage lower the satisfaction. In general, people are conscious and aware about the 

attributes with one dimensional property. When selecting a product most of their decision 

depends upon how well these types of attributes can perform. Customer selection, 

indirectly meaning ultimate satisfaction will depend upon which product or service 

perform at its best.  One dimensional attributes make a product or service competitive. It 

is most suitable to increase the functionality of an attribute over the competitors in order 

to become successful in the market.  

“Must-be” attributes are the basic features of a product or a service. Not providing one of 

these features will result in not fulfilling one of the key main requirements of the 

customer. The customer will not intentionally look in to see the presence of these 

attributes, but always assume that these attributes must be present. Kano also refers to 

this as “taken for granted quality”. If you do not get the basics right, all else may fail. 

(Shahin et al. 2012).  Lack of these attributes or low functionality of them can result in 

drastic dissatisfaction, even though when provided no appreciation or a concern is shown. 

Therefore, producers should always ensure that all these attributes are all fulfilled and are 

fully functional to the standards in the industry. In the Must be curve shown in Figure 1.1, 

Must be quality shows no or less increasing rate of satisfaction when moving towards the 

functional side of the attribute; while moving towards the dysfunctional side it shows 

rapid rate of increase in dissatisfaction.  

“Attractive” attributes are one of the next most important type of features. These are also 

known as delights, mainly as they influence the increase of customer satisfaction at a 

higher rate than any other quality category. These types of attributes are not expected by 

the customer, they are uncommon, and presence of these attributes will lead to customer 

excitement. It is created based on an appreciation of (latent) customer needs that can 

provide the breakthrough. However, it is suggested that care is needed about delights, and 
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also a true delight should be provided at minimal extra cost. (Shahin et al., 2012).  Even 

at a level of lower functionality, customer has the possibility of showing an extreme level 

of satisfaction at the presence of a new exciting experience. In the graphical illustration 

of the attractive curve shows, how a very little influence of functionality leads to a rapid 

rate in increase of satisfaction, even though dysfunctionality has not led to any sort of 

dissatisfaction.  

Kano Technique uses a questionnaire to acquire information from the customers. A 

survey is carried out to gather related data on customer satisfaction regarding the 

attributes of the product or service. The questionnaire is based on two forms of questions 

for each customer requirement that allow to capture the exact feelings of the customer 

towards an attribute. One type of questions asks the customer “How do you feel if the 

feature present in the product or service works well?” while the other type of questions 

asks the customer “How do you feel if this feature present in the product or service Not 

works well?” These two types of questions can be described as functional and 

dysfunctional type of questions respectively. Each type of question has five different 

ways of answering. (Figure 1.2) Based on the responses to the two questions the product’s 

feature is classified into one of the six quality categories. Attractive, Must-be, One-

dimensional, Indifferent, Reversal and Questionable. (CQM, 1993)  Using the survey 

customer’s feelings towards each individual attribute is captured and interpreted to say 

which quality category the attribute belongs to.  

 

Figure 1.2: Functional and dysfunctional form of questions (CQM, 1993) 

 

Different combinations of answers can describe different possible feelings of the 

customer. Likewise, there exist 25 possible outcomes. Kano introduces an evaluation 

table, which details the meaning of every possible outcome. This evaluation table 

describes how the answers to the questionnaire can correlates with the categories of 

quality. (Figure 1.3). For example, if the customer feels “like it that way” when the 

attribute is present and “neutral” when the attribute is absent simply according to the 

classification of the evaluation table the attribute has attractive quality. 
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Figure 1.3: Evaluation table (CQM, 1993) 

 

“Questionable” categories in an evaluation table describe contradictory or conflicting 

combination of answers. For example, if the customer provides answers such as “I like it 

that way” for both functional and dysfunctional types of questions the resulting argument 

will not be sensible. Therefore, these types of combinations are labeled as Questionable 

in the evaluation sheet.  

“Reverse” is also one of the quality category that occurs very rarely. It includes attributes 

that leads to dissatisfaction when functional and satisfaction when dysfunctional, which 

means customer likes it when the attribute is not present rather than when present. Reverse 

factor in the Kano model does not represent a legitimate customer need in real world 

practice. (Chen, 2012) 

“Indifferent” quality is also one of the situations that is considered when categorizing 

attributes. A person is considered to be indifferent of a product or service attribute when 

they have no feelings towards them, despite of how functional or dysfunctional the 

attribute might be.  

The respective category of quality of an attribute is selected using the mode statistic 

technique. This means for each customer requirement the leading customer view is 

selected from the highest frequency of occurrence. If two or more categories are tied up 

close the respective category will be selected through consideration of other factors such 

as market segment. 

In most literatures, it describes fulfilling these identified attributes in the order of M > O 

> A > I is most beneficial (Lee at el., 2010). It is suggested that these requirements should 

be fulfilled in this particular set of order for the product or service to reach required level 

of customer satisfaction in the market. This procedure also allows to utilize resources of 

the service providers at an optimum level.  Different attributes of a product or service 

address customer satisfaction at different levels. Therefore, consuming resources on an 

attribute that will not increase customer satisfaction will not be beneficial. Kano make it 

clearly visible to service providers, what attributes require most attention, and what 

attributes require least attention by taking customer’s level of satisfaction in to 

consideration, so that resources can be allocated accordingly.  
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1.2. Problem statement 

The Traditional Kano Model has evolved over time and it’s most famous for its qualitative 

categorization procedure. Kano technique can be performed even by any non-experts, yet 

it still seems to lack it’s accuracy at certain points. Kano questionnaire and Kano 

categorization can be considered as the most critical stages of the Kano model. In most 

of the literatures, it focuses on how to overcome these two stages of the Kano model with 

accuracy. Initially, when the questionnaire is sent to several customers, it is important to 

ensure that the questionnaire is understandable, since it is unfamiliar to most of the people 

(Shen et. al, 1992).  

Bu and Park (2016) describe how customer’s inexperience with the Kano model had led 

to several indifferent responses. Kano evaluation table only focuses on the two ends 

extreme answers, and consider moderate answers to be indifferent. Most consumers in 

collectivist culture tend to rate scales in the prevention-mode to avoid salience. Therefore, 

they tend to choose the middle region on a scale rather than going on to extremes, but this 

does not necessarily mean that they are indifferent of the attribute.   

The next most misleading situations in Kano procedure is categorization using the 

evaluation table. Traditional evaluation sheet consists of three Attractive categories, three 

Must be categories, one One-dimensional category and nine Indifferent categories. The 

distribution of quality categories in the evaluation table look uneven, also in the 

traditional evaluation table all outcomes of a single category are treated equally. 9 

indifferent outcomes lead to too many attributes falling into the indifferent category. Thus 

the resulting outcome of the Kano evaluation table is unreasonable in practice (Lee et al., 

2010). 

The Kano model follows a discrete categorization technique using mode statistic. 

According to Kano et al. (1984) every requirement can only be put into one and only one 

category, according to the number of responses. While in some cases, for example, if 

responses of two or more categories varies only with one value; it is questionable whether 

the requirement should definitely fall into one and only one of the five categories 

(Madzik, 2016). 

In order to overcome these complexities and enhance its accuracy, Kano technique has 

been integrated with several other techniques and methodologies over time. However, it 

is interesting to note even though there are several modified approaches, only a very few 

investigations has directly focused on the development of the traditional Kano 

model/approach (Shahin et al, 2012). 

However, despite the fact that there are several other integrated techniques, many seem 

to still stick to the traditional Kano procedure due to its convenience and 

understandability. Therefore, it is highly advantages to increase the accuracy of the 

existing Kano Technique. 

Several researchers have concluded that, Kano questionnaire remains the most 

appropriate approach to be used to identify Kano quality categories. (Mikulic and 

Prebezac, 2011).  Kano questionnaire lies in the optimum region, when considering both 

accuracy and difficulty towards the customer. (Madzik, 2016). Therefore, changing the 

questionnaire format will only result in either accuracy or high intellectual effort required 

by the customer to complete the survey. 

In most of the recent studies, it’s been clearly visible that traditional Kano Evaluation 

table does not provide effective categorization of the requirements. Quality categories 
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seem to be addressed unevenly in the Kano evaluation table. Indifferent quality categories 

show the dominant effect on the table while One-dimensional quality categories show 

minor effect. This has led to several miss classifications of attributes. 

The Kano evaluation table, is developed based on an assumption that five response 

statements of Kano questionnaire (I like it, I can live with it, I am neutral, it must be that 

way and I dislike it) are not equidistant on a scale. According to values assigned to all 

cells, it implies that the words “I like it” and “I dislike it” are very strong positive and 

negative responses respectively that lie further apart from “I am neutral” while “I can live 

with it” and “It must be that way” are weak responses that cluster closer to “I am neutral”. 

In practice “I can live with it” and “It must be that way” might not be weak as thought. 

Better understanding of customer thoughts will allow a company to focus on the right 

attributes. Therefore, this study initially investigates further what customers generally 

think when they are answering the Kano questionnaire. By conducting an empirical 

analysis based on customer survey on smart phones’ attributes, this research tries to 

identify how Kano questionnaire respondents understand Kano statements. This study 

mainly focuses on the statements “Must be” and “Can live with” which are boundaries to 

indifferent region as well as are identified as the weak responses in traditional Kano 

theory. Through the collected responses, analysis was conducted to verify whether the 

respondents truly intended to select these two responses to show their neutral feelings, or 

did they actually carry a certain weight to their responses when selecting these two 

statements as their answers. 

Based on an analysis of customer response pattern, modifications were made to traditional 

Kano wordings and graph, so that it would reflect customer responses much more clearly. 

Relative to these initial theoretical changes Kano categorization using evaluation table is 

also revised and reformed. 

1.3. Objective of thesis  

Objective of the study is to investigate and improve classification of product or service 

quality attributes in to Kano categories.  

1.4. Scope and limitation 

 

1. This study focus only on improving the accuracy of traditional Kano procedure. 

2. Comparison of results are made only between traditional Kano model, Kim et al. 

(2013) Kano model and new Kano model.  

3. The assumptions are based mainly on theoretical and practical approaches rather 

than quantitative analysis. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. Theoretical details of Kano Model 

Kano model evaluation table combines the Kano questionnaire responses, enabling the 

classification of the customer requirements in to separate quality categories. It is possible 

to derive the graphical Kano diagram using the Kano evaluation table. The wordings of 

the responses can be presented in the Kano diagram as shown in Figure 2.1. “Must be” 

and “Live with” are considered as weak statements. In Kano responses “Must be” is a 

weak statement of satisfaction which is only a little higher from the neutral, while “Live 

with” is a weak statement of dissatisfaction which lies little below the neutral. “Like” and 

“Dislike” are known to be two powerful responses of satisfaction and dissatisfaction 

respectively, which result them to lie further away from the neutral. (Walden, 1991) 

 

 

The traditional Kano Model diagram already presents ideal scenarios of quality 

categories; Attractive, Must be and One dimensional. The Kano Evaluation sheet consists 

of 25 responses, according to Pouliot (1993) the remaining 22 responses can also be 

plotted in the Kano diagram similarly. This derivation is mainly based upon three main 

assumptions,  

1. “Like” is a very strong response which might lead to complete customer delight. 

This point, therefore, can exist at the positive infinity. This is a rapid improvement 

in satisfaction which can be concluded as the existence of exponential 

relationship.  

2. “Dislike” as a strong response towards dissatisfaction which describes a severe 

dislike. This point similar and opposite of that of like can move towards negative 

infinity. 

3. A relatively a small difference exists between “Must be” and “Neutral”  as well 

as between “Live with” and “Neutral” 

Figure 2.1: Kano diagram axes (CQM, 1993) 
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Pouliot (1993) also suggested that cells “Must be”-“Must be” (“I need this” according to 

Figure 2.2) and “Live with it”-“Live with it” has to change from Indifferent to being 

Questionable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

When a diagonal is drawn symmetrically across the evaluation sheet, the upper right half 

can be described as the positive half in the evaluation tables. In other words, these 

response combinations result in quality categories where, when satisfaction increases 

along with functionality (Figure 2.2). Pouliot (1993) used the Kano diagram of Walden 

(1991) to plot the positive scenarios in the Kano evaluation table (Figure 2.3).  The Model 

represented the strength of each category differently. The curves 1-4, 1-3, and 1-2 show 

less attractive, attractive and highly attractive respectively. Similarly 2-5, 3-5 and 4-5 

shows less must be, must be, and high must be (Shahin et al., 2013).’ 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Positive responses of Kano evaluation sheet (Modified from Shahin et al., 2013) 

 

Figure 2.3: Interpretation of Kano evaluation table graphically (CQM, 1993) 
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2.2. Issues with traditional Kano Model 

The Traditional Kano Model carries certain advantages as well as disadvantages in its 

classification criteria of product or service attributes. The main advantages achieved by 

introducing Kano are that it makes invisible ideas about quality visible (Shiba et al., 

1993). Customer’s ideas and needs are often unclear and confusing, but the most effective 

way to reach customer satisfaction is being able to understand customer more clearly than 

they understand themselves. Kano provides the ideal approach to fulfill this necessity, 

making it much easier for producers and service providers. Kano provides valuable 

support in the tradeoff situations, when the requirements in fulfilling attributes cannot be 

met at the same time due to financial and other technical difficulties. This method initiates 

customer tailored solutions, which enable service providers to reach the optimal in 

balancing customer satisfaction, financial and also process oriented issues (Shahin, et al., 

2013). 

Although there exist many advantages of the traditional Kano model to a business, it also 

can lead to certain disadvantages if errors occur when obtaining responses from the 

customers or when classifying customer responses. 

The scale of Kano model is a convenient way to incorporate quantitative measures to the 

levels of customer satisfaction/dissatisfaction (Matzler and Hinterhuber, 1998). Even 

though Kano classification criteria is not a very successful qualitative technique of 

attribute categorization. Kano procedure is totally based on empirical observations, which 

results in very subjective classification of attribute. (Berger et al., 1993) Kano also fails 

to provide decision support to attributes within the same category, and also fails to 

consider producer’s or service provider’s financial and resource capacity into 

consideration. 

Using Kano evaluation sheet to categorize requirements has led to several misleading 

results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Figure 2.4 shows the frequency outcome of a case study done regarding sport lesson 

programs.  Excluding Questionable and Reverse scenarios 17% of Attractive, 6% of 

Must-be, and 17% of One dimensional while there exist 64% of responses for Indifferent. 

Direct-asked-question (DAQ) procedure was carried out for the same case study with the 

involvement of the same customers. When customers were directly asked to classify 

attributes into Attractive One dimensional or Must be, their answers completely differed 

from that of the evaluation table (Table 2.1) (Bu and Park, 2016).   

Figure 2.4: Evaluation table response frequencies (Bu and Park, 

2016)   
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MacDonald et al. (2006) also conducted Kano classification procedure along with a self-

classification technique of attributes and concluded that the Kano method does not 

classify attributes as individuals would classify them in direct categorization (Figure 2.5). 

This has made it quite clear that Kano questionnaire and evaluation table do not convey 

exact thoughts of the customer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.1: Classification results of Directly-Asked-Questions (Bu 

and Park, 2016) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Kano classification vs self-report classification (MacDonald et al., 

2006) 
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2.3. Improvements made to enhance accuracy of traditional Kano model 

2.3.1 Self-stated importance questionnaire 

Self-stated importance questionnaire was introduced along with the Kano questionnaire 

to support customer responses, and to help organizations understand the relative 

importance of each requirement for customers. It ranged from being “Extremely 

important” to “Not at all important” to have this attribute) using a nine point scale (Shen 

et al., 1992). 

 

 

Timko’s idea of preserving the voice of the customer was published on CQM (1993), he 

used the average score of Self-stated important questionnaire to weight the results of the 

Kano model. He introduces “Better” and “Worse” values that were calculated using the 

results from Kano categories, which described how customer satisfaction can be increased 

by providing particular attributes (Better) (Equation 2.1), and the decrease in satisfaction 

level by not providing the particular attributes (Worse) (Equation 2.2).  

 

  

 

 

 

2.3.2 Two dimensional representation of quality categories  

DuMouchel (1993) established a basic plot for functional and dysfunctional properties of 

an attribute, which enabled the classification of requirements into the main four categories 

of Kano. This was derived from the Kano evaluation table by understanding the properties 

of response types. Must be and One-dimensional are stronger responses than Reverse and 

Questionable. Therefore, less weight was given to less strong responses to diminish their 

influence on average. (Figure 2.7) 

(2.1)  

(2.2)  

Figure 2.6: Self-importance questionnaire example (CQM, 1993) 
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However, this derivation of Kano category is not a true qualitative measure. The 

Analytical Kano model was introduced by Xu et al. (2009) to overcome these issues.  In 

the Analytical Kano classifiers and configuration indices were used to enhance decision 

support in product design. Moreover, it proposes a performance indicator that gives dual 

considerations of customer’s satisfaction and producer’s capacity to fulfill customer 

needs. 

Even though A- Kano introduced a quantitative approach the model still seem to have 

room for further development with regard to complex process in practical applications. 

The Reformed Analytical Kano Model introduced by Lee et al. (2012) revises the 

indicator of the axis’s and dummy variable to identify the impact of attribute performance 

on customer satisfaction, and also to decide categories of the quality attributes.             

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7: Derivation of two dimensional quality categories from Kano 

evaluation table (CQM, 1993) 

 

(a)  (b)  

Figure 2.8: Analytical Kano model functional requirement classification 

(a) : Analytical Kano model (Xu et al. 2009) 

(b) : Reformed analytical Kano model (Lee et al., 

2012) 
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2.3.3 Modification of Kano evaluation sheet 

Modification of Kano evaluation sheet is one other accuracy improvement procedure 

followed by several researchers. Pouliot (1993) breaks down the 25 categories of quality, 

arguing that every category shows different characteristics. He also identifies the Must 

be- Must be (In Figure 2.9: I need this feature included – I need this feature omitted) 

Indifferent category and Live with – Live with Indifferent category of the traditional Kano 

model should be changed to two Questionable scenarios. 

 

  

New Kano Evaluation sheet introduced by Lee et al. (2010) also criticizes the fact that 

there exist three attractive categories and three must be categories, and they being treated 

with the same strength. The evaluation sheet (Figure 2.10) shows the modifications 

carried out to the traditional Kano model. A2 the baseline of attractive while M2, O1 and 

I2 are the baselines of Must-be, One-dimensional and Indifferent respectively. Other 16 

types of classifications (non-canonical judgments) are more likely to coincide with one 

other classification therefore, they are left as Questionable scenarios. Then the similarity 

of these 16 categories to the neighboring baselines (canonical judgments) are identified 

through a classification procedure based on response frequency and distance between non 

canonical judgements to its neighboring canonical judgment. 

 

 

Figure 2.9: Kano evaluation table (Shahin et al., 2013) 

 

Figure 2.10: New Kano evaluation table (Lee et al., 2010) 
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The researchers of Man-Ho Kim et al. (2013) and Kim and Riew (2015), also introduces 

a different type of evaluation sheets based the argument that different Attractive, Must be 

and One-dimensional shows different properties. (Figure 2.11) 

According to the evaluation table there exist One- dimensional with Attractive tendency 

as well as One-dimensional with Must –be tendency (AO and MO); and it also includes 

highly and less One dimensional, Attractive and Must be categories (OH, AH, MH, OL, 

AL, and ML).  

 

 

 

 

2.3.4   Other quantitative approaches 

Based on the concept of the traditional Kano Model several various approaches have been 

suggested to extend the qualitative approach of the Kano model to a more accurate 

quantitative techniques. Most of these approaches focus on improving classification of 

quality attributes into categories, few of these techniques are; Regression Analysis, Fuzzy 

Kano and Analytical Kano model. (Violante and Vezzetti, 2017)  

Regression analysis  

Regression analysis shows much more analytical view of Kano model’s asymmetries and 

nonlinearity. This technique is much easier than the use of Kano’s Functional and 

Dysfunctional form of questions. Even though this method has been questioned by a 

number of authors due to its lack of theoretical information it still has several advantages 

over the traditional Kano Model (Chen, 2012). The main advantage of regression is that 

it is based on data that is typically gathered based on each customer measures (Matzler et 

al, 2004). It can also be used to differentiate among the requirements based on their 

relative importance. But unfortunately this technique cannot be used to analyze attributes 

that are not in existence (Milulic and Prebezac, 2011).  

Figure 2.11: Kano evaluation table by Man-Ho Kim et al. (2013) 
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Initially introduced was the Dummy regression analysis (Equation 2.3) by Brandt (1988). 

This was identified to exclude information based on the average level of performance 

which skews towards one of the two extreme performance levels (Violante and Vezzetti, 

2017). For example, in a sample of 100 respondents, if 20 of the responses are related to 

low performance, 40 common performance responses and 40 high performance 

responses, by eliminating the 40 common performance responses will result the 20 low 

performance results to be non-significant. To overcome this issue Moderated regression 

analysis (Equation 2.4) was introduced (Lin et al., 2010). Further improvements to the 

Moderated regression analysis was made by Chen (2012). His study proposes a Novel 

regression (Equation 2.5) approach, taking the interactions between attribute 

performances into consideration. This study introduces coefficients that represent 

fulfillment and non-fulfillment to identify the effect of interaction on the relationship 

between attribute performances and customer satisfaction.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fuzzy Kano model 

Fuzzy Kano Model addresses customer’s uncertainty and fuzziness of mentality when 

selecting a choice of answers to Kano questions. There might exist several external factors 

which might influence customer’s decision making. Therefore, singular scale to classify 

Kano quality categories will be insufficient and rough on customer’s participating in the 

survey (Lee and Huang, 2009). Rather than using two value logic to reflect customer’s 

decision on a subjective event, it is better to use fuzzy logic integrated with Kano to 

support decision making. Fuzzy Kano Questionnaire uses percentages that can vary 

among the choices of answers, preventing the customer from narrowing down his feeling 

to just only one specific answer.  

(2.3)  

(2.4)  

(2.5)  
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Fuzzy logic holds a higher reliability reflecting psychological aspects of customer 

responses. However this technique is difficult to compute and interpret.  

 

 

Even though quantitative approaches brought more accuracy into the model most people 

still follows traditional Kano procedure. Shahin et al. (2013) claims that the future 

researches should furthermore consider a place for less moderate and high One-

dimensional quality category as it has been done for Must-be and Attractive categories in 

the Kano evaluation sheet and in the future more contributions should be made to develop 

evaluation table further. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.12: Traditional Kano questionnaire vs Fuzzy Kano questionnaire (Lee 

and Huang, 2009) 
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CHAPTER 3 

INVESTIGATION OF CUSTOMER RESPONSES TO KANO 

QUESTIONNAIRE   

This chapter investigates whether the responses obtained from customer for traditional 

Kano questionnaire is valid. Traditional Kano theory is based on the assumption that 

“Must-be” and “Live with” are weak statements of response while “Like” and “Dislike” 

are weak responses. In this chapter, two experiments are carried in order to ensure 

whether this Kano theory is true in practice.   

3.1. Understanding customers’ thoughts on Kano Questionnaire  

 

Most researches based on Kano Model are focused on improving accuracy of Kano 

classification. However, the initial step in Kano procedure is obtaining information from 

customers through survey. Before Kano classification therefore, it is essential to ensure 

the accuracy of the results obtained from the customer before continuing the Kano 

procedure. The initial issue is whether the information obtained from customer is valid 

and reliable enough to be applied in classification. Therefore understanding how customer 

understand the Kano will be the initial step in overcoming enhancing accuracy of the 

Kano Model. Based on this information it is also essential to clarify whether Kano 

theoretical explanation has the ability to reflect customers exact thoughts regarding the 

product’s attributes.  

The Kano evaluation table, is developed based on an assumption that five response 

statements of Kano questionnaire (I like it, I can live with it, I am neutral, It must be that 

way and I dislike it) are not equidistant on a scale. According to values assigned to all 

cells, it implies that the words “I like it” and “I dislike it” are very strong positive and 

negative responses respectively that lie further apart from “I am neutral” while “I can live 

with it” and “It must be that way” are weak responses that cluster closer to “I am neutral”. 

In practice “I can live with it” and “It must be that way” might not be weak as thought. 

According to literatures (Ko et al., 2012; Bu et al., 2013), many respondents with 

inexperience tended to select answers closer to the neutral more frequently than the end 

extremes. This, however, did not necessarily mean that they felt indifferent towards the 

attributes. Better understanding of their thoughts will allow a company to focus on the 

right attributes. Therefore, this study investigates further what customers generally think 

when they are answering the Kano questionnaire. By conducting an empirical analysis 

based on customer survey on smart phones’ attributes, this research tries to identify how 

Kano statements are understood by Kano questionnaire respondents. This study mainly 

focuses on the statements “Must be” and “Can live with” which are boundaries to 

indifferent region as well as are identified as the weak responses in traditional Kano 

theory. Through the collected responses, analysis is conducted to verify whether the 

respondents truly intended to select these two responses to show their neutral feelings, or 

did they actually carry a certain weight to their responses when selecting these two 

statements as their answers. 
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3.1.1 Identifying customers’ understanding on Kano response statements 

Experiment setup  

  As aforementioned, “Must be” and “Can live with” statements enclose the indifferent 

region and lie almost closer to neutral resulting only a small gap, and when attributes are 

categorized in practice, most answers tend to fall into the indifferent category. The 

assumption that “Must be” and “Can live with” being weak statements may not always 

agree with the customers’ responses. Customers may select these two statements because 

they prefer not to choose the extreme ones rather than they feel indifferent with the 

presence of the attributes. Therefore, in order to get a clear picture of the thoughts of the 

customer when they select answers for Kano questionnaire, a survey was carried out.  

In this experiment, a Kano survey on smart phones was conducted to capture customers’ 

consideration with regard to a smart phone’s quality attributes. Twelve general smart 

phone attributes were identified to carry out the survey. Table 3.1 describes the attributes 

taken into consideration and later analyzed using a Kano questionnaire to identify how 

much attention given to these attributes by customers. 

This study aimed at smartphone users between the age-range of 18 to 40. A questionnaire 

was uploaded on a social media for a period of 4 days. The questionnaire contained 24 

Kano questions for the twelve attributes. An example of the twelve pairs of questions are 

shown in Figure 3.1.  Respondents were asked to provide answers to questions using Kano 

scale, and match those selections with on a scale of -5 to +5 (-5: extremely dislike it, 0: 

neutral & +5: extremely like it). 

Table 3.1: Attribute of smart phone 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Attribute Description 

1 Stand-by battery usage time Officially quoted longest time that a single battery charge will last. (240h, 

3G) 

2 Additional storage External storage capability (use of SD card) 

3 Phone resolution Screen resolution (720 p) 

4 Network data speed Internet speed (4G) 

5 CPU Processing (Quad-core, Dual-core) 

6 Camera resolution Megapixels of built in camera (12 megapixels) 

7 Phone security Degree of protections (against malicious code infections)  

8 EMR  Electromagnetic radiation emitted from the phone 

9 Weight of the phone How heavy the phone is 

10 Voice recognition  Task by voice commands 

11 Application diversity Availability of applications 

12 General features Basic features (Bluetooth, GPS, and WLAN etc.) 
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Figure 3.1: Example of Kano questionnaire of smart phone  

(a) : Functional type question 

(b) : Dysfunctional type question 

 

Evaluation of results 

All responses received through this experiment were analyzed separately as shown in 

Table 3.2. Columns of Table 3.2 shows the five Kano response statements, and the 

respective range of values given by the respondents relative to each statement. The value 

“1” indicates that a respondent select that assigned value for that particular Kano 

statement. A value in a bracket represents the frequency that its assigned value was 

selected. For example, the first respondent selected -5 for the statement “I dislike it that 

way” 5 times when he responded to the questionnaire. A weighted average calculation 

was applied to determine the representative values of the five statements from the total 

counts of the respondents. These values can be used to describe the thoughts of the 

respondents on the locations of all Kano statements on the scale of -5 to +5 scale. Based 

upon the locations, the “Can live with it” and “Must be” statements could be determined 

(a) 

(b) 
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whether they are weak or not while “Like” and “Dislike” were considered to be strong 

statements. 

Results 

Responses were gathered from 52 people in this experiment. 68% of respondents were 

male and 32% were female. Respondents used both response scales 1(Kano statements) 

and 2 (likert scale) to provide their answers. It was clearly seen from the results that the 

respondents did not select the same values from the likert scale to represent the same 

Kano statements and varied from one respondent to another. Values assigned by a single 

respondent for one particular Kano statement varied within a range. For example, it can 

be seen in Table 3.2 that the first respondent selected the values -5 and -4 for the statement 

“I dislike it that way”, meaning his feelings towards disliking an attribute vary between 

these particular values. In the same way, when he responded to “I can  live with it” 

statement with values -4 and -3, “It must be that way” statement with the values +3 and 

+4 and “I like it that way” with a single value of +5 on the secondary scale. Therefore a 

weighted average is used to represent all the corresponding values relative to how they 

are addressed by the respondents. According to weighted average values in Table 3.2 “I 

can live with it” lie closer to the neutral (with a value of -1) while “It must be that way” 

lie exactly at the same location as “I like it that way” (with a value of +4) and “I Dislike 

it that way” lie further away in the negative direction (with a value of -4).  

When looked in to customer responses more closely it can be seen that how certain 

abnormal responses exists among them. These abnormal responses provide the evidence 

that certain Kano statements are unclear or gives a different meaning to the respondents. 

For example; 2nd respondent rated the statement “I can live with it” in a range of -3 to 

+2, when “I can live with it” is a negative statement according to Kano model. Also, most 

people gave the value +5 to the statement “It must be that way” while giving +4 to the 

statement “I like it that way”, which shows also that they did not clearly understand the 

difference in the strengths of these two statements. Based on this information two main 

misleading scenarios can be clearly stated from the customer responses;  

I. Many of the respondents consider “It must be that way” to be a stronger statement 

than “I like it that way” statement. 

II. Several of the respondents thought that “I can live with it” is a neutral or positive 

statement. 

These uncertainties about the true meaning of the Kano statements has influenced the 

final weighted average values of the statements “I can live with it” and “It must be that 

way” to be altered. Therefore recalculation of weighted average values was carried out 

after excluding the abnormal responses from the total set of responses. The final outcome 

of the results was identified as shown in the Table 3.3. Recalculation was done by 

eliminating positive responses of “I can live with it”, as this response statement itself 

initially introduced to be a negative Kano response. For the statement “It must be that 

way”, the information was not detailed enough to filter out the abnormal responses. If the 

wordings of “It must be that way” can be changed, there is a definite possibility for its’ 

weighted average value will shift slightly away from +4 towards neutral. 

Based on the weighted average values, the statements “I can live with it” and “It must be 

that way” can be concluded not to be very weak responses as assumed. Customers do 
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carry a certain weight in their answers even though they are not exact on-point end 

extreme “Like – Dislike” responses. Ignoring these responses or considering them as 

indifferent will lead to several misleading conclusions in Kano survey results. If these 

responses can also be clearly identified, analyzed and categorized further in to Kano 

quality categories, more meaningful responses can be obtained.  

These results provide evidence that the existing Kano diagram requires further 

improvements in order to address customer satisfaction in a more practical aspect. The 

future research will focus on improving the evaluation table without changing the original 

Kano procedure, as the original Kano model and the procedure are the most recognized 

and convenient method to be followed. 
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3.1.2 Introducing refined wordings to Kano questionnaire 

From the experiment conducted in section 3.1.1, it can clearly be seen that the customer 

did not properly understand the meaning of Kano traditional response statements or 

wordings. Even though from the previous experiment we could clearly see that “Must be” 

and “Live with” are not weak statements, we could not confirm its’ weighted average 

location in a scale of -5 to +5 as customers did not understand Kano words clearly. 

Therefore, it is best to introduce a new set of wordings that all the respondents can 

understand the meaning in the same way. Experiment in this section focus on introducing 

a new set of Kano wordings and identifying exact weighted average values of the 

wordings in a scale of -5 to +5 based on customer responses.  

Experiment setup 

This experiment is based on the same set of attributes and questions as of experiment in 

section 3.1.1, but with modified set of Kano response statements. Many researches prove 

how customer is uncertain about the true meaning of Kano response statements (Shahin 

et al., 2013, MacDonald et al., 2006, Hsin-Hung et al., 2010, Michael, 2013, Michael 

2008). Therefore, this experiment was carried out using modified Kano response 

statements or wordings that are more clear to the customer, and focus on understanding 

how the customer has understood this new wordings by using a Likert scale along with 

the modified wordings of Kano. 

Scale 1. 

 

Scale 2. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Response scales used in Kano questionnaire 

This experiment consists of global smartphone users between the ages 18 to 40, where a 

questionnaire was distributed among respondents through social media. The number of 

responses obtained was 50, where 60.8% were male and 39.2% were female respondents. 

Questionnaire consists of 12 functional form of questions and 12 were dysfunctional form 

of questions similar to that of experiment in section 3.1.1, in which each pair of questions 

were focused on a single attribute.  
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Figure 3.3: Example of Kano questionnaire of smart phone  

(a) : Functional type question 

(b) : Dysfunctional type question 

 

Evaluation of results 

 

Responses are obtained as illustrated in Table 3.4. This table illustrates how each 

respondent’s response to modified scale tally with the responses to Likert scale. Customer 

selected a wording from scale 1 and a value respective to that wording using scale two. 

Each column of the Table 3.4 represents the specific wordings and the range of values 

selected by the customer for each respective wording. For example 1st respondent selected 

the value -3 for word “Frustrated” and values -2 and -1 for the word “Dissatisfied” etc. 

The value “1” describes a single count, total responses for the value -3 for the wording 

“Frustrated” from the 1st respondent is considered as a single count. 

(b) 

(a) 
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 This enable us to avoid influence of variations like variable customers and type of 

questions, to final weighted average value. Weighted average value was calculated to 

identify location of each wording as an average on the scale of -5 to +5. 

Results 

There were three specific response patterns noted from the customers’ feedback in Table 

3.4.  

I. Most of the respondents gave a range of values in the Likert scale for a single 

specific wording of the Modified Kano scale, for example 1st respondent used both 

values -3 and -4 for the word “Dissatisfied”. 

 

II. All the respondents stick to a similarly specified region of values in Likert scale 

for the respective wordings of Modified Kano scale.  

• Word “Frustrated” varied between values of -3 and -5 

• Word “Dissatisfied” varied between values  -1 and -4 

• Word “Neutral” varied between values  -1 and +1 

• Word “Satisfied” varied between values  +3 and +4 

• The word “Delighted” varied between values  +4 and +5 

• Which indirectly means unlike in experiment in section 3.1.1 using Kano wordings, 

the Modified wordings of Kano used in this research gave a clear understanding to 

the customer about the strength of each response statement.  

 

III. High number of responses lie within the wordings “Satisfied” and “Dissatisfied” 

which proves the statement that;  

“Most consumers in collectivist culture tend to rate scales in the prevention-mode 

to avoid salience (Bu, Kim & Son, 2013). Thus, they tend to choose the middle 

point on the scale more often than the extreme. Consequently, there is a higher 

chance of having much indifferent classification, which does not necessarily mean 

that they care little about the services or the attributes.” (Bu and Park, 2016).  

The weighted average values calculated determine the average location of each statement 

in a scale of 1-10. This provide information regarding the average weight the customer 

carried in their response when they select a particular Kano response statement as their 

answer. Experiment in section 3.1.1 provide conclusion that based on its’ weighted 

average values, statements “I can live with it” and “It must be that way” are not weak 

statements as mentioned in original theory of Kano, and exact weighted average values 

for the statements cannot be provided as respondents are uncertain about the meanings of 

most Kano statements. In this experiment response pattern of customer ensures that most 

respondent has understood the meanings of modified Kano statements. Therefore, the 

weighted average values obtained through this experiment results can be concluded as 

exact average location of each Kano statement in a scale of 1-10. 

• “Frustrated” – weighted average value -5 

• “Dissatisfied” – weighted average value -3 

• “Neutral” – weighted average value 0 

• “Satisfied” – weighted average value +3 

• “Delighted” – weighted average value +5 
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CHAPTER 4 

PROPOSED CHANGES TO KANO MODEL 

  

Kano graphical representation and evaluation table are built around the assumption that 

statements “I can live with it” and “It must be that way” are weak statements of response 

that are very closer to neutral while “I like it” and “I dislike it” are strong statements of 

responses that lie further away from the neutral. Experiments in section 3.1.1 and in 

section 3.1.2 in chapter-3 provide conclusions that the statements “I can live with it” and 

“It must be that way” are not weak statements as assumed in Kano original theory. The 

statements “Satisfied” and “Dissatisfied” were used to replace the original Kano 

statements “I can live with it” and “It must be that way” statements for respondents’ better 

understanding. Experiment in section 3.1.2 concludes that weighted averages of statement 

“Satisfaction” was +3 while “Dissatisfaction” was -3 in a scale of -5 to +5, where 

statement “Neutral” is 0. This provide clear evidence that these two statements do not 

cluster around neutral and can no longer be stated as weak statements of responses.  

This information will have a considerable impact on Kano’s fundamental theory. These 

changes will result the basis of the Kano theory to change, which will result the currently 

existing Kano model to undergo certain modification that will have a high impact on the 

final outcome of the Kano categorization.  

This chapter focus on initially identifying how Kano traditional model would change 

based on new Kano wordings and on proposing the necessary changes to both Kano graph 

and Kano evaluation table. 

4.1. Reforming Kano graph and Kano evaluation table based on identified customer 

response pattern 

 

 

Based on the results of the experiments in section 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, the statements 

“Satisfied” and “Dissatisfied” will move further away from the neutral to the points +3 

and -3 respectively, while statements “Delighted” and “Frustrated” will move to points 

Figure 4.1: Modified Kano diagram 
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+5 and -5 respectively. Therefore based on these values original scale of Kano diagram 

should be changed as illustrated in Figure 4.1. 

4.1.1 Re-categorization of attractive and must be quality categories 

Depending on the changes made to Kano graph, Kano categories also will change, 

reducing the gap between customer thoughts and Kano theory. Along with the Kano 

graph, Kano evaluation table will also change resulting alterations to the final Kano 

categorization outcome.  

Shown in the stars in Figure 4.2 are the ideal response combinations of Kano quality 

categories. Apart from these ideal categories all the other quality categories carry certain 

uncertainty and has the possibility to change with any alterations to the original Kano 

model. With the Modification to Kano original scale and Kano graph 1-2 and 1-4 

Attractive categories along with 2-5 and 4-5 Must-be categories has the possibility to 

change. Furthermore 9 Indifferent categories also has the possibility to be categorized in 

detail to much more meaningful quality categories that can evaluate customer feedback 

to more meaningful responses.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Figure 4.3 (a) shows how quality categories 1-2 (attractive) and 4-5 (must be) can be 

plotted in modified Kano diagram. With comparison to the traditional Kano model these 

two quality categories no longer shows attractive or must be quality when plotted in the 

modified Kano diagram. Curves plotted in the modified Kano diagram shows much more 

horizontal and linear property, rather than a drastic increase or decrease in level of 

satisfaction. Therefore these curves can be recognized to be “questionable” rather than 

being attractive or must be.  

The quality categories 1-4 and 2-5 are located closer to the ideal response combinations 

of one-dimensional. When illustrated in the modified Kano diagram these two curves tend 

to shows much more one-dimensional property, as satisfaction seems to increase almost 

linearly with functionality.  

The Figure 4.4, shows the re-categorized quality categories. 1-2 and 4-5 quality categories 

are concluded to be “questionable” while 1-4 and 2-5 are concluded to be “one-

dimensional” based on the modified Kano graph. O1 is a one-dimensional category that 

move linearly from statement “Dissatisfied” to “Delighted”, while O2 is a one 

dimensional category that move from statement “Frustrated” to “Satisfied”. 

Figure 4.2: Kano quality categories as illustrated on Kano evaluation table 
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(b): Illustration of 1-4 and 2-5 quality categories  

 

 (a): Illustration of 1-2 and 4-5 quality categories  

 

Figure 4.4: Illustration of re-categorized quality categories on new Kano diagram 

 

Figure 4.3: Illustration of attractive and must-be quality categories on new Kano 

diagram 

 

 (a) 

 

     (b) 
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4.1.2 Re-categorization of 9-Indifferent quality categories 

Re-categorization of 9 indifferent categories will add much more meaning to the Kano 

evaluation sheet as most of the responses from Kano questionnaire tend to fall in to the 

indifferent section. By enhancing these 9 Indifferent categories and identifying their 

characteristics will lead to more specific classification of quality attributes.  

According to Pilout (1993) 2-2 (“Must be- Must be”) Indifferent category and 4-4 (“Live 

with –Live with”) Indifferent category are refined to be Questionable category. There still 

remain 7 Indifferent categories that needs to be further analyzed.  

The initial task of this procedure is identifying that there exist 4 Indifferent categories in 

the positive or upper part of the diagonal of the evaluation table. If the Indifferent section 

is to be enhanced it is essential to identify the possible behaviors and characteristics of 

these particular indifferent categories. 

 

Figure 4.5: Positive indifferent categories in Kano evaluation table 

In order to analyze further they can be illustrated in a graphical representation. The 

combination of responses for functional and dysfunctional type of questions can be 

plotted using the axis satisfaction (y axis) vs functionality (x axis).  
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Figure 4.6: Graphical representation of positive indifferent categories 

 

According to the traditional Kano model the Indifferent region lie in between responses 

“Must- be” and “Live with” where based on Modified Kano diagram its’ within the region 

“Satisfied” and “Dissatisfied” . Lines can be drawn combining each responses to describe 

the situation of each Indifferent category. For example, 2-3 Indifferent category describes 

the scenario where when functional, “Satisfied” while when dysfunctional, 

“Dissatisfied”.  

The lines combining the responses can have the possibility of showing either; Attractive, 

One or dimensional or Must-be property. The main reason for these categories to be 

labeled as indifferent in original Kano model is, that the properties of these lines/ curves 

are hard to be determined to come up with a conclusion. But it is necessary to remember 

that more than 50% of the response combinations lie within these Indifferent region, even 

though customers do not exactly feel indifferent towards the attribute. Therefore, 

identification of the properties of these lines/curves and brining up a conclusion is highly 

required, in order to further understand the categories of the attributes.   

According to Figure 4.6, properties of the three Indifferent categories are unclear. They 

seem to show linear property within the region, but still there exists a chance that these 

lines might show different properties if looked in to more detail. Therefore further 

analysis was required to identify possible outcomes of the properties of these line.  

Initially, Indifferent area between “Satisfied” and “Dissatisfied” was expanded to identify 

what other possible behaviors this Indifferent categories might show. Figure 4.7 shows 

the other likely properties of these three positive Indifferent categories.  

2-3 

2-4 

3-4 
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Figure 4.7: Possible behaviors of positive indifferent categories 

 

Indifferent categories had the likelihoods of having following properties; 

• “Satisfied - Neutral” (2-3) have the possibility of showing characteristics of 

Attractive category. 

• “Dissatisfied – Satisfied” (2-4) have the possibility of showing characteristics of 

One-dimensional category. 

• “Dissatisfied – Neutral” (3-4) have the possibility of showing characteristics of 

Must-be category. 

2-3 Indifferent category is “neutral” when dysfunctional, this is one of the key situation 

which shows it has properties of Attractive category. 3-4 Indifferent category is “neutral” 

when functional which provide information that it has properties of Must-be category. 

However, 2-4 Indifferent category move from being “Dissatisfied” when dysfunctional 

and crosses the x-axis at a certain point to reach “Satisfied” scenario when functional. 

Neither the ideal scenarios of Attractive nor One dimensional cross the x-axis, basically 

they either ends at “Neutral” or begins from the “Neutral”. Therefore it explains 2-4 

Indifferent category shows properties of the One-dimensional category.  

The reasons why these Indifferent categories show these particular types of characteristics 

are further supported by their location in the evaluation table;  

• 2-3 Indifferent category is closer to the ideal Attractive scenario.  

• 2-4 Indifferent category is diagonally aligned with the One-dimensional scenario 

• 3-4 Indifferent category is closer to the ideal One-dimensional scenario. 
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Which makes them to adopt the properties of the category closer to their location. 

According to Lee et al. (2010) the distance between non- canonical judgement (non-ideal 

response combinations) and its neighboring canonical judgment (ideal response 

combinations) has a relationship to their proportion of similarity. 

 

Figure 4.8: Three indifferent categories located near ideal A-O-M categories 

Even though it provides enough evidence based on how these three Indifferent categories 

should be further classified and concluded to be as Attractive, One-dimensional, and 

Must-be, one other theory about Kano model seems to conflict with this conclusion.   

 

4.1.3 Identifying how variation of quality attributes through time influence re- 

categorization of quality categories  

Another main property of Kano model that might provide aid in analyzing the behavior 

of Kano graphical representation is, how the quality and satisfaction level of an attribute 

evolve along with time. (Figure 4.9) 

An attribute when introduced to the market for the first time it has the potential of being 

an Attractive attribute (for example; phone camera in 2002). Eventually with time the 

attribute become popular in the market  resulting attribute to be One dimensional, in other 

words better the quality higher the satisfaction (Higher the number of pixels in mobile 

camera higher the satisfaction level). After a certain period of time customer no longer 

pay specific attention to the attribute, but expect the attribute to be present in the product 

or service (Customers will have no interest in a mobile phone without a camera.) making 

the attribute a Must-be. Moving down the Kano graph diagonally (left to right), it 

describes the timeline of a product or a service attribute. Direction of shift of quality 

categories can therefore be known as time dependent. However, the traditional Kano 

evaluation table does not show any correlation with this property. If the Kano evaluation 

table response combinations can be represented in the Kano graph, the changes in 

customer satisfaction towards an attribute along with time should also have the possibility 

to be derived from the evaluation table.  
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Figure 4.9: Variation of quality attributes with time (Shahin and Zairi, 2009) 

 

If we integrate Kano’s ideal response combinations of quality categories and the newly 

introduced possible curves of Indifferent scenarios in to a graphical representation it can 

be illustrated as shown in Figure 4.10.  

Based on the theory an attribute should jump categories in the order of A-O-M with time. 

But when indifferent categories are further categorized as Attractive, Must-Be and One-

dimensional and plotted in the graphical representation, it can clearly be seen how the 

order of the categories changes as; A-O-AI-OI-MI-M. According to this order, along with 

time an attribute which was once Attractive becomes One-dimensional and then again 

moves back to being Attractive. This scenario therefore cannot be agreed upon based on 

theory. Reordering or redefining Indifferent categories this way would completely distort 

the order of the lifecycle on how a product or service attribute move across categories 

with time. Therefore, it can be concluded that, even though there exist several reasons to 

label these positive Indifferent categories as Attractive, One-dimensional and Must-be; it 

is still incorrect and does not agree with the theory of timeline of a product or service 

attribute. 
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Figure 4.10: Ideal quality categories and newly introduced quality categories 

illustrated on evaluation table 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Variation of ideal quality categories and newly introduced quality 

categories with time 

 

However, when these categories are drawn within the region OF “Satisfied” and 

“Dissatisfied”, it can be clearly seen that the attractive and the must be curve behaves 

almost linearly. Therefore it can clearly be assumed that these categories approximately 

show much more linear properly than attractive or must-be properties within the area. 

Even though the 2-3 and 3-4  linear lines does not pass through the origin at an angle of 

45 degrees, satisfaction still increases with product functionality at an almost constant 

rate. Therefore, these lines can be concluded to show more of One-dimensional property 

much more than that of Attractive or Must-be.   
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4.1.4 Introducing proposed improvements to the model  

Based on new categorization of quality categories introduced, the categories 1-2, 1-4, 2-

5 and 4-5 will change as follows; 

• Q  (1-2) ; questionable quality category 

• O1(1-4) ; one dimensional quality category 

• O2(2-5) ; one dimensional quality category 

• Q (4-5)  ; questionable quality category 

 Three indifferent categories in the evaluation table is also redefined as OA, O and OM. 

• OA (2-3) is where; the category is One-dimensional with some Attractive property 

• OM (3-4) is where; the category is One-dimensional with some Must-be property 

• While; O3 (2-4) can be clearly identified as purely One-dimensional.  

 

Figure 4.12: Three positive indifferent categories re-categorized as one-

dimensional 
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Figure 4.13: Graphical representation based on improved Kano evaluation table 

 

Based on the changes towards the right side or the positive half of the diagonal the 

indifferent categories can also be relabeled to be Reverse categories.  

The categories O1, O2, and O3 are purely one-dimensional as satisfaction increases with 

functionality at a constant rate, and they have no influence of being attractive must be or 

questionable. Therefore, all these one-dimensional categories can be re-categorized as 

“O” so that they all fall under the same category. 

Figure 4.14 shows the improved evaluation table. 

 

Figure 4.14: Improvements made to the evaluation table 

 

The modified evaluation table describes the Kano graph with much more details and 

accuracy. Unlike the traditional Kano model it also resolves the uneven categorization 

between A-O-M. The improved Kano evaluation table clearly shows the distribution of 

quality categories in the order of how attributes evolve over time. When moving 

diagonally towards right along the evaluation table it also shows how product or service 

attribute evolve from being attractive to one-dimensional to finally being must be. 
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Figure 4.15: How improved evaluation table address Kano graph 

Considering all modified information, possible modifications can then be suggested to 

the Kano model classification. Then the proceeding Kano procedure should also be 

updated based on these improvements made to the evaluation table.  

4.2. Derivation of customer satisfaction index based on improvements made to Kano 

model 

In next step in Kano model, the total data analyzed through Kano procedure are 

summarized to two specific values; Satisfaction increasing index (SII) and Dissatisfaction 

decreasing index (DDI) values. SII is the positive value, which measures overall customer 

satisfaction gained through the attributes provided in the product. DDI is a negative 

measure, a relative cost of not meeting customer requirement or a measure of decrease in 

customer satisfaction.  

In traditional Kano theory the equations for these two scenarios are derived as;  

 

Figure 4.16: Derivation of SII and DDI index based on traditional Kano evaluation 

table 
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SII and DDI values calculated using Equation 4.1 and 4.2 (Chen and Lee, 2009) can be 

plotted in a two dimensional representation of quality categories as shown in Figure 4.17. 

Indifferent attributes are closer to the origin, points that lie further away in x- axis are 

more pure must be attributes, pints that are further away in the vertical axis are considered 

to be highly attractive and SII and DDI points that lie in unity slope will be considered as 

one-dimensional.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.17: Two-dimensional representation of the integration of quality 

categories 

 

In traditional Kano there exist only A, O, M and I categories, but based on new Kano 

evaluation table there exist A, OA, O, OM, M and I categories in total (Equation 4.5). 

Therefore, these two equations will have to be modified accordingly based on these new 

Kano categories.  

 

Figure 4.18: Derivation of SII and DDI index based on new Kano evaluation table 

 

 

 

(4.1)  

(4.2)  

(4.3)  
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The Equations 4.3 and 4.4 shows the newly derived SII and DDI values based on new 

Kano evaluation table. Increasing customer satisfaction mainly occur due to the presence 

of attractive and one-dimensional attributes. Therefore, A, OA and O will be used in SII 

equation to show increase in customer satisfaction. Similarly, decreasing of customer 

dissatisfaction is mainly due to the presence of M, OM and O categories based on new 

Kano model. Therefore, these categories are used in the DDI equation to calculate 

decreasing customer dissatisfaction index.  

Two-dimensional representation of quality categories as shown in Figure 4.17 will be 

changed based on the new categories introduced in new Kano evaluation table. In new 

Kano evaluation table indifferent categories are minimized to 1, which is only the ideal 

case of indifferent category. Therefore a region for indifferent is not separated for 

indifferent category in the two-dimensional representation. In addition to the quality 

categories A, O, M and I, OM and OA are introduced to the representation (Figure 4.19). 

 

Figure 4.19: Two-dimensional representation of the integration of quality 

categories based on new Kano evaluation table 

 

 

 

 

 

(4.4)  

(4.5)  
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CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPARISON 

 

This section focus on the implementation of the new Kano model using two main 

experiments, and then evaluating the results using three different types of Kano models 

and comparing the results in order to confirm the accuracy of the proposed model.   

5.1. Experiment set up 

This experiment is carried out to identify, how attributes fall in to quality categories when 

responses to Kano questionnaire are evaluated using different types of Kano model.  

This experiment consists of two surveys; survey 1 and survey 2. Survey 1 is to identify 

how attributes are categorized in to quality categories when the questionnaire consists of 

traditional Kano wordings as response scale (1. I like it that way 2. It must be that way 

3.Neutral 4. I can live with it 5. I dislike it that way) and traditional evaluation table was 

used in response categorization. So that survey 1 completely follows the traditional Kano 

procedure alone and can be set as a reference to how traditional Kano model works.  

Survey 2 is done to identify how attributes are categorized when Kano questionnaire 

consists of modified Kano statements as response scale (1. Delighted 2.Satisfied 3.Neutral 

4. Dissatisfied 5.Frustrated) and responses were categorized using traditional, Kim et al. 

(2013) (Figure 5.1) and new Kano evaluation tables separately. Survey 2 specially focus 

on comparison of results of three different Kano models for same response scale.   

The reason to use Kim et al. (2013) evaluation table for comparison is that because it is 

the most closest evaluation table to that of new Kano model evaluation table compared to 

several other tables that were introduced throughout the years. Kim et al (2013) model 

consists of the response statements “Very satisfied”, “Satisfied”, “Dissatisfied” and “Very 

Dissatisfied”; which are based on the assumption that these Kano statements are 

equidistance in scale. The results obtained from evaluation of traditional Kano evaluation 

table and Kim et al., (2013) Kano evaluation table are compared with results obtain 

through new Kano evaluation to clarify the accuracy of new Kano model.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Kano evaluation table Kim et al. (2013) 
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Table 5.1 shows the attributes of smart phones selected for this case study. Respective 

questionnaire for each survey was uploaded in social media for a period of 4 days before 

responses are analyzed. 

Table 5.1: Smart phone attributes 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 are examples of each functional and dysfunctional 

type questions based on the attributes, additional storage and stand by battery usage 

time in survey 1and survey 2 respectively. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.2: Examples of questions in survey 1 

(a) Functional type questions 

(b) Dysfunctional type questions 

 Attribute Description 

1 Stand-by battery usage time Officially quoted longest time that a single battery charge will last. (240h, 

3G) 

2 Additional storage External storage capability (use of SD card) 

3 Phone resolution Screen resolution (720 p) 

4 Network data speed Internet speed (4G) 

5 CPU Processing (Quad-core, Dual-core) 

6 Camera resolution Megapixels of built in camera (12 megapixels) 

7 Phone security Degree of protections (against malicious code infections)  

8 EMR  Electromagnetic radiation emitted from the phone 

9 Weight of the phone How heavy the phone is 

10 Voice recognition  Task by voice commands 

11 Application diversity Availability of applications 

12 General features Basic features (Bluetooth, GPS, and WLAN etc.) 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5.3: Examples of questions in survey 2 

(a) Functional type questions 

(b) Dysfunctional type questions 

5.2. Evaluation of results 

For survey 1 all responses obtained for functional type questions are evaluated against 

the responses of dysfunctional type of questions using only traditional evaluation table. 

This data from survey 1 can be used as a reference point to the experiment as it only 

follows traditional Kano procedure with no modifications.  For survey 2, responses 

obtained were evaluated using evaluation tables; traditional, Kim et al. (2013) and 

proposed Kano evaluation table separately. Three different sets of results were obtained 

after each respective evaluation procedure.  

5.3. Results 

5.3.1 Survey 1  

The total number of responses obtained were 52, responses for each quality category from 

each attribute is illustrated in Figure 5.4. The final outcome of quality categories for each 

attribute is then selected based on the mode statistic technique. The quality category with 

highest number of responses is concluded as the quality category the attribute belongs to.  

Figure 5.4: Evaluated responses of survey1 
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Based on the final outcome of the results out of ten attributes there exist 3 attractive, 3 

indifferent and 5 must be attributes and 1 one-dimensional/ Must be attributes.  In Figure 

5.4 it can clearly be seen in some situations that the difference between the numbers of 

responses for two or more categories are very close to each other for the same attribute.  

For example attribute number 3 has 12- attractive, 14- one-dimensional and 15- Must be. 

In situation like this, it is quite difficult to completely rely on the outcome of the results. 

In attribute 8 both categories M and O has equal number of responses, in this case it 

requires additional information regarding the attribute to provide a conclusion to the final 

outcome.  

In the experiment carried out in chapter 3, the outcome concludes that the respondents 

have not accurately understood the meaning of the Kano traditional response statements. 

Therefore, this information obtained through evaluation cannot be concluded as accurate 

to be relied on. But this survey provide a reference point to the final outcome based on 

traditional Kano procedure.  

Using traditional evaluation table attributes, “Additional storage”, “Network data speed” 

and “Camera resolution” are considered to be indifferent attributes. But in reality these 

three are main key attributes that customer look for when purchasing a smart phone. For 

most consumers camera resolution is one of the highly required attribute which 

customer’s decision about buying the product relies on. These attributes are highly 

competitive in the market of smart phones, which cannot afford to be eliminated. 

5.3.2 Survey 2 

Results 

50 responses were obtained by conducting survey 2. This survey results were analyzed 

based on the assumption that all respondents have understood the Kano questionnaire 

accurately based on the modified wordings, and responses are valid enough to be relied 

on. Responses obtained through each evaluation table are shown in Figure 5.5 

 

 

 

 

(a) 
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Figure 5.5: Evaluated responses of survey 2 

a) Traditional Kano evaluation table 

b) Kim et al evaluation table  

c) New Kano evaluation table 

Final quality category outcomes using traditional Kano model (Figure 5.5 (a)) shows that 

9 out of 12 attributes falls under indifferent category while 1 attractive and 1 must be 

responses are obtained. Attribute 5 consists of equal number of responses for all 

categories attractive, must be and one-dimensional. Kim et al. (2013) Kano evaluation 

table detail the responses in to very specific quality categories. There exist 7 one-

dimensional low attributes, 1 one-dimensional high attribute, 2 one dimensional 

attractive, 1 attractive low and 1 must be high attributes. The evaluated responses based 

on new Kano Identifies all attributes as directly one-dimensional.  

SII and DDI values calculated using traditional Kano model are shown in Figure 5.5 (a). 

Based on this information attribute 5 and 11 has the highest SII which means out of all 

twelve attributes these two attributes will result in highest level of increment in customer 

satisfaction when improved. Attribute 12 and 5 has the lowest DDI values; presence of 

these two attributes will decrease the customer dissatisfaction at the highest level when 

provided.  

(b) 

(c) 
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SII and DDI values are calculated for the results of new Kano evaluation using modified 

equations for new Kano model in Figure 4.18. Based on this information attribute 2, 5 

and 8 has the values closest to +1, which means these attributes leads to highest increase 

in customer satisfaction, while attributes 2 and 8 decrease the customer dissatisfaction the 

best.  

5.4. Comparison of survey 1 and survey 2 result outcomes  

This section focus on comparing results obtained using survey 1 and survey 2 in order to 

determine the accuracy of quality attribute categorization based on different evaluation 

tables.  

 

 

Final outcome of quality category for each attribute, from each survey and evaluation 

method is shown in detail in the Table 5.2. In survey 1 customer responses were not 

stabilized as that of survey 2. Customer have had certain doubts understanding the exact 

meaning of the Kano statements, which gives us uncertainty to rely on the final quality 

category outcome of survey1. However as shown in Table 5.1 customer have understood 

the statements provided in survey 2 therefore there is certainty that the responses obtained 

from survey 2 are valid enough to be relied on.  

Comparison of results in survey 1 and 2 using traditional Kano evaluation table shows 

that when customer has understood the Kano statement clearly (survey 2) most of the 

answers fall in to the indifferent category because customers tend to select middle answers 

in the scale rather than end extreme options.  Traditional Kano model results do not 

categorize any of the attributes under one-dimensional category even though in practice 

most of the attributes are one-dimensional. This is mainly due to the result that in 

traditional Kano evaluation table there exist only one one-dimensional category out of 25 

possible category outcomes. 

Attributes 2, 4, and 6 (additional storage, network data speed and camera resolution) are 

few of main key features customer take into account when they purchase a mobile phone, 

but Kano evaluation table categorize them as “indifferent”. In reality higher the 

functionality of this attributes more satisfied the customer is. By using the evaluation 

Table 5.2: Result analysis of survey 1 and 2 

 

ments 
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table of Kim et al. (2013) the attributes fall in the categories of “one-dimensional-low” 

and “attractive-low”. Differentiating between attractive-low and one-dimensional is 

problematic. Attractive attribute is a very rare occurrences which occurs when an 

unexpected “a never seen before” feature is introduced to the product. Features that have 

already been introduced in to the market are mostly one-dimensional, where satisfaction 

increases along with functionality.  

Figure 5.6 illustrates detailed response classification of attributes 2, 4, and 6. This shows 

how responses has fallen to each functional and dysfunctional response combinations. 

Indifferent responses outrun all other quality category responses mainly in traditional 

Kano is because, indifferent category responses sum up responses from 9 different 

response combinations in the evaluation table, which also consists of 6 reverse indifferent 

categories. Even though in reality one-dimensional categories of a product or service tend 

to be high, Kano only categorize only one response combination as one-dimensional. 

 

 

Figure 5.6: Responses to attribute 2, 4, and 5 detailed using Kano evaluation table 

 

Even though attributes 9 to 12 were initially expected to be must be attributes as 

categorized by traditional Kano evaluation table in survey 1, customer thoughts were 

different from expectations. Customer expect these features to have higher functionality, 

when functionality increases customer satisfaction also will increase accordingly. 

Currently these features are taken for granted by the manufacturers as they are the basic 

requirements, but still customer need these features or attributes to have a higher 

functionality and they pay considerable amount of attention to these features as well.  
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Survey 2 traditional Kano model column in table 5.3 shows SII and DDI coefficients 

values, which are calculated based on traditional Kano evaluation results, by using 

original equations of the coefficients.  Modified equations of SII and DDI are used for 

calculation of the coefficients for the survey 2 new Kano model column responses. SII 

and DDI values calculated using new Kano model are higher when compared with the 

values calculated using traditional model. SII values from new Kano model are much 

closer to +1 and DDI values are much closer to -1 than the SII and DDI values of 

traditional Kano model. This means based on new Kano model values, overall customer 

satisfaction can be increased at a higher level if improvements are provided to these 

attributes. Both models identify “general features” as an attribute with lowest SII and 

highest DDI, which means this attribute, does not increase customer satisfaction but 

decrease customer dissatisfaction when present by a high amount. Based on traditional 

model “EMR” and “CPU” are considered to be the most increase in customer satisfaction 

attributes, even though based on new Kano model results “EMR”  , “CPU” and also 

“Additional storage”  are identified as the attributes that increase the customer satisfaction 

at its best when improved. Even though traditional Kano model does not identify 

“Additional storage” as an important satisfaction-increasing index, new Kano model 

identify this attribute to be important at the same level as the CPU attribute.  In new Kano 

model all SII values and DDI values are very close to one-another lower the difference of 

values more one-dimensional the attribute tends to be which provide the reason to why 

most attributes evaluated using new Kano model are one-dimensional.  

 

5.5. Experiment set up 

This experiment is conducted to ensure the accuracy of the proposed Kano model. 

Restaurant service is selected as the service for attributes. In the research of Chen (2011) 

he presents 28 restaurants attributes based on a restaurant chain in Taiwan. . However, 

for this study 10 attributes were selected from the 28 attributes of Chen (2011), which are 

general restaurant attributes that are common to most of the restaurants in that are in 

service universally (Table 5.4).  

Table 5.3: SII and DDI values of survey 1 and 2 

 

ments 
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Table 5.4: Restaurant service attributes 

 

Questionnaire of this experiment consists of two types of questions for each attribute to 

identify customers’ level of satisfaction with regard to fulfilled and non-fulfilled 

situations. The response scale consists of modified Kano wordings; Frustrated, 

Dissatisfied, Neutral, Satisfied, Delighted (Figure 5.7). Respondents include members 

who are between age 18-40. The survey was distributed among respondents through 

social media for a period of 1 week. Questionnaire contained 10 functional type questions 

and 10 dysfunctional type of questions. Example of two pairs of questions are shown in 

Figure 5.7.  

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.7: Examples of questions for restaurant attributes 

(a) Functional type questions 

(b) Dysfunctional type questions 
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5.6. Evaluation of results 

The responses obtained for the experiment are evaluated functional type questions against 

the responses of dysfunctional type of questions using all, new Kano evaluation table, 

traditional Kano evaluation table and Kim et al. (2013) evaluation table separately. 

5.7. Results  

Total number of responses obtained from the survey were 191, where most of the 

respondents belong to the countries in Asian region (94.7%) and few responses belonging 

to western countries (5.2 %). Therefore this analysis is mainly focused on the responses 

based on the Asian region (Table 5.5).   

Table 5.5: Responses based on demography 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The distribution of responses through attributes after evaluating with the use of traditional 

Kano model and Kim et al. (2013) model are shown in Figure 5.8 

 

 

 

(a) 
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Figure 5.8: Evaluated responses to questionnaire 

(a) Traditional Kano evaluation table 

(b) Kim et al (2013) Kano evaluation table 

 

Figure 5.8(a) shows that 37.5% of total responses classified as indifferent category while 

another 37.5% classified as attractive when traditional Kano evaluation table is used. In 

most products number of attractive or indifferent attributes are the most least and 

unexpected. Attractive attributes are mostly innovative features or any other unique 

feature that has not yet been followed by other competitors in the market. Therefore many 

attributes getting classified as attractive is less likely to happen in practice. Indifferent 

attributes are features, which leads to neither satisfaction nor dissatisfaction in their 

presence as well as in absence. As they have no influence to customers’ decision in buying 

the product, having several indifferent attributes in a product is least advantages to the 

producer. Therefore, a product with several indifferent attributes have much more 

possibility to fail as most money is invested on attributes that do not draw any customer 

attention. Classified results from traditional Kano model identify several of attributes as 

indifferent, but most of these attributes are well involved with the restaurant services 

worldwide. Therefore, the classification results provided by the traditional evaluation 

table might not be very accurate to rely on.  

Kim’s evaluation table detail the results in to very detailed classification. AH, which 

represent ideal scenario of attractive is shown to be 15.3% while ideal scenario of 

indifferent is only 5.3%. In reality only very few amount of respondents have directly 

expressed their feelings as attractive and indifferent, even though traditional table 

summarizes broad range of results in to same quality category.   

The data derived from Kim’s Kano model are finely detailed in to specific quality 

categories. This evaluation table consists of categories; A (attractive), AL (attractive- 

low), OH (one dimensional high), OL (one dimensional- low), OA (one dimensional 

attractive), OM (one dimensional must be), M (must be), ML (must be- low) I 

(indifferent), and S (skeptical). AL, ML, OL, OA and OM are re-categorized categories 

of uncertain quality categorizes (categories in evaluation table which are not ideally A M 

O or I).  These detailed quality categories scatter the data in to very specifically detailed 

(b) 
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quality categories and have the possibility of creating confusion. When customer provide 

their response, customer might not specifically mean these attributes to fall under these 

uncertain categories, but there pattern of response might have resulted their answer to fall 

in to these uncertain categories.  Therefore, in re-categorization of quality categories it is 

quiet necessary to consider customers pattern of response in to consideration  

Figure 5.9 shows the categorized responses using new Kano evaluation table. Attractive, 

must be and indifferent categories only consist of ideal scenarios of that particular 

response combination unlike in traditional Kano as these type of attributes are not very 

commonly found in a product or service. One-dimensional category however is the most 

attentive quality category of all, therefore, responses for one-dimensional category is a 

sum of four different response combinations, which are very close to one another. As one-

dimensional attributes are the most frequently found competitive attributes in a product 

or service, it is highly required for the responses for these attributes to be highlighted. If 

either of these attributes fall under attractive or must be or even indifferent there is a 

higher possibility for losses due to investments in wrong attributes.  

 

 

Figure 5.9: Evaluated responses based on new Kano evaluation table analysis 

In new Kano out of the total responses, 61% of responses fall under one-dimensional 

category. Which means that if an attribute is one-dimensional, it will stand out even 

though the outcome of the responses to one-dimensional ideal scenario are considerably 

less. New Kano evaluation table consists of 4 one-dimensional categories, as it is the most 

commonly found quality category of attributes, 1 attractive, 1 must be as they are not that 

frequently occurred and 1 one dimensional category with attractive property (OA) and 1 

one dimensional category with must be property (OM). (Note: OA and OM in New Kano 

evaluation table represent different answer combinations than that of Kim’s Kano 

evaluation table).   

OA and OM in new Kano evaluation table are indefinite responses combinations that are 

neighboring towards indifferent, from attractive and must be ideal categories respectively. 

These two categories are identified in Kim’s Kano evaluation table as AL (attractive low) 

and ML (must be low). Based on theory, having low attractive or must be property is 

when the attribute is deviating towards one-dimensional category. Where attribute tend 

to have both attractive and one-dimensional property. However, as mentioned before, the 
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responses that falls in to these categories can be mainly due to varying response pattern 

of the respondents.  

5.8. Comparison of evaluated results from three different evaluation tables 

Comparison of results were carried out between final outcomes of the analysis using Kano 

traditional evaluation table (Kano et al., 1984), Modified Kano evaluation table and the 

evaluation table of Kim et al (2013). Table 5.6 compares the results obtained from each 

analysis.  

Table 5.6: Classifying attributes to quality categories using different evaluation 

tables 

 

Traditional Kano Model result analysis provide conclusions that five attributes out of ten 

belongs to “indifferent” category, which means majority of respondents do not believe 

that attribute 1,2, 8, 9 and 10 are required. These attributes are identified by Kim et al 

(2013)’s Kano model as “One dimensional- low”, “Attractive- low” and “One 

dimensional with Attractive property” respectively. Which means neither of these 

attributes fall to ideal quality category scenarios. This is caused not mainly due to 

customers’/respondents’ ignorance towards attributes, but mainly caused due to 

difference in customer’s pattern of response to the questionnaire. 

Summarized quality categories for attributes in Table 5.6 shows that how Kano traditional 

evaluation table identifies 3 attributes (3, 4, and 7) as attractive while new Kano 

evaluation table only identifies 2 of them to be attractive (3 and 4). Kim’s evaluation table 

provide detain information that, 3rd and 4th attributes have higher attractiveness while 7th 

attribute only has both attractive and one-dimensional quality. 7th attribute is directly 

identified by the new Kano evaluation table as one-dimensional. 
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Figure 5.10: Detailed responses to attribute 4 and attribute 7 illustrated on three 

types of Kano evaluation table 

 

In attribute 4, it can clearly be seen how attractive responses stands out in all three types 

of Kano evaluation tables. Therefore, it is no doubt that attribute belongs to attractive 

quality category. However in 7th attribute even though traditional Kano evaluation sheet 

shows 118 responses for attractive there only exist 37 responses that actually belongs to 

ideal scenario of attractive and 79 of them belongs to an indefinite response combination 

which is defined as attractive in traditional Kano and as OA in Kim’s Kano while new 

Kano define it as one-dimensional. New Kano identifying this category as one-

dimensional increase the total number of responses of one-dimensional category and 

finally conclude that this attribute to belong to one-dimensional quality category. 

“Delighted” when present and “Dissatisfied” when not present (according to new Kano) 

sounds more one-dimensional, even though the statements “Like” and “Live with” 

(according to traditional Kano) are little more towards attractive. The difference in 

statements also have a certain influence on the category that the response falls in to.  

For both types of evaluated results of the experiment using Kano traditional method and 

new Kano method, SII and DDI values were calculated. Comparison of SII and DDI 

values obtained from modified equations of new Kano model are compared with values 

obtained from original Kano model equations. Results are illustrated in Table 5.7.  
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Table 5.7: Comparison of SII and DDI values 

 

Traditional Kano method identifies “Provides special discounts” and “Gives extra effort 

to handle special requests” to be the attributes with highest SII values. This means these 

two attributes leads the increase in customer satisfaction at its best when improved. In 

addition to these two attributes, new Kano also identifies “Has staff members who are 

clean, neat and appropriately dressed” also as an attribute with high SII values. Both 

models identify the attribute “Serves your food exactly as you ordered it” as the attribute 

that will decrease customer dissatisfaction at most when provided. In addition to this the 

attribute “Serves you in the time promised” is also identified by new Kano model as an 

attribute with lower DDI value (closer to -1). Compared to the SII values of traditional 

Kano model values of new Kano model seems to be higher, while DDI values of new 

Kano model are lower than that of traditional Kano model. This is mainly because new 

Kano model identify the importance of the attributes better and more clearly than that of 

traditional Kano model. As seen in table 5.5, most of the attributes fall under one-

dimensional or attractive category, which means that if they are improved there is a very 

high possibility for customer satisfaction to increase resulting them to have a high SII 

values. One-dimensional attributes tend to have a higher SII value than that of attractive. 

If attributes fall under must be or indifferent category these attributes are more likely to 

have a least SII value. Similarly, attributes, which are one-dimensional and must-be are 

more likely to have a lower DDI value (loser to -1), which means presence of these 

attributes result in lower the customer dissatisfaction.  

 

5.9. Investigating accuracy of proposed Kano model by using Directly Asked 

Question (DAQ) approach 

There are four quality categories based on four different response combinations (2-3, 3-

4, 1-4 and 2-5) in the proposed Kano evaluation table, that do not tally with Kim et al. 

(2013) Kano evaluation table. We used DAQ (Directly asked questions) technique to 

identify which evaluation table provides most accurate data according to the customer. 
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Figure 5.11: Response combinations 2-3 and 3-4  

(a) New Kano evaluation table 

(b) Kim et.al (2013) evaluation table 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.12: Response combinations 1-4 and 2-5  

(a) New Kano evaluation table 

(b) Kim et.al (2013) evaluation table 

 

Based on Figure 5.11, the response combinations 2-3 and 3-4 in in new Kano and Kim’s 

evaluation table represent completely different quality categories. New Kano identify 

them to be one-dimensional attractive and one-dimensional must be while Kim et al. 

(2013) evaluation table identify them to be attractive low and must be low. Based on 

Figure 5.12 response combinations 1-4 and 2-5 in new Kano model are categorized as 

one-dimensional while Kim’s model identifies them to be one-dimensional attractive and 

one dimensional-must be.  

To clarify the quality category accuracy an experiment was carried out by selecting 22 

respondents from the previously conducted experiment in section 5.5. 

5.9.1. Experiment set up 

This experiment was conducted based on DAQ (Directly asked question) technique. 

Respondents were initially taught about the meaning of each Kano quality category. Then 

rather than using Kano procedure, respondents were asked to directly classify each 

attribute to most appropriate quality category.  

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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22 respondents were selected from the experiment in section 5.5. They were asked to 

directly classify the restaurant attributes to five main quality categories based on their 

opinion (attractive, must be, one-dimensional and indifferent). Their responses were then 

compared with the responses they provided in experiment in section 5.5. If any of their 

responses to experiment in section 5.5 belonged to response combinations 2-3, 3-4, 1-4 

or 2-5, they were further interviewed to clarify their opinion on the quality category the 

attribute should actually fall in to. 

5.9.2. Evaluation of results 

Evaluation of the results focus on identifying which evaluation table captures customer 

thoughts more accurately. Based on new Kano evaluation table 2-3 and 3-4 response 

combinations belonged to OA and OM quality categories. This means these categories 

represent both one dimensional attractive or both one dimensional and must be quality in 

them. However, based on Kim et al. (2013) table, these two categories has low attractive 

or Low must be properties.  

For 1-4 and 2-5 response combinations new Kano evaluation table identify quality 

categories as fully one-dimensional while Kim et al (2013) table identify them as OA and 

OM. To clarify the accuracy for these response combination quality categories, customer 

response to experiment in section 5.5 will be evaluated against that of DAQ method 

responses. Through results of DAQ method we focus on identifying which quality 

category is mostly preferred by customer to describe the attribute using the particular 

response combination.   

5.9.3. Results 

 

 

 

 

(a) 
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of responses using new model with DAQ method 

responses 

(a) New Kano evaluation table responses 

(b) DAQ responses 

 

Out of 191 respondents who responded to experiment in section 5.5 regarding restaurant 

attributes, 22 respondents were selected. Most of the responses of these selected 22 

respondents fell in non-ideal response combinations to quality categories (response 

combinations that cannot be directly classified in to one-dimensional, must be, attractive 

or indifferent).  

Figure 5.13 (a) shows how each respondent’s response combination categorized attributes 

to quality categories when new or proposed Kano evaluation table was used. Most of 

these selected respondents have one or more attribute that falls in to categories either OA 

or OM (2-3 and 3-4 categoris). By using DAQ technique, respondents were asked to directly 

classify these attributes to either attractive or one dimensional (for OA) and either to must 

be or one-dimensional (for OM). The responses obtained from DAQ method is shown in 

Figure 5.14 (b). Most of the respondents directly classified some of these attributes to be 

one-dimensional while some of them attractive or must be. For example, 53rd 

respondent’s responses to attributes 2, 5, 8, 9 and 10 fell in OA quality category using 

new Kano evaluation table. When they were asked to directly classify them to quality 

categories, respondent selected 2, 5, and 9 attributes to be one dimensional while 8 and 

10 attributes to be attractive. Summary of responses are shown in Figure 5.14. 

 

Figure 5.14: Response summary: New Kano responses vs DAQ responses 

 Response summary shows that among the total responses of 22 respondents, 54 belonged 

to OA and 22 belonged to OM quality category. But when OA responses were directly 

classified to ideal quality categories, 32 responses belonged to one-dimensional category 

(b) 
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while 21 to attractive. For attributes in OM category, 10 of the responses were directly 

classified as one-dimensional and 11 of them were categorized as must be. 

This clearly show that these response combination is used by the customer to describe 

attributes that belong to two different quality categories. This provide evidence that these 

response combinations consists of both one-dimensional and attractive property for OA 

and both dimensional and must be for OM. Therefore, it confirms that it is most suited to 

categories these response combinations as OA and OM rather than AL and ML based on 

customer thoughts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.15: Comparison of responses using new model with DAQ method 

responses 

(a) Kim et al. (2013) Kano evaluation table responses 

(b) DAQ responses 

 

Figure 5.15 (a) shows how based on Kim et al. (2013) evaluation table response 

combinations, many attributes fall in to OA and OM quality category (1-4 and 2-5 

categories). But based on new evaluation table, these two response combinations are 

identified as directly one-dimensional. Respondents were asked to directly classify these 

attributes into ideal quality category. Most respondents tend to select one-dimensional as 

the quality category of the attributes. For example, responses of respondent 145 to 

(b) 

(a) 
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attributes 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 fell in to quality categories either OM or OA, but when directly 

classified respondent only selected one-dimensional as the quality category that these attributes 

belonged to (Figure 5.15 (b)).  Figure 5.16 shows the summarized DAQ responses to quality 

category OA and OM.  

 

Figure 5.16: Response summary: Kim et al. (2013) responses vs DAQ responses 

Figure 5.16 shows how out of total of 19 responses that fell in to OA category using Kim 

et al. (2013) model  17 responses were directly classified by the respondent to be one-

dimensional. While out of 12 OM responses 10 are directly identified as one-dimensional. 

This outcome of direct classification clearly provides evidence that customers responses 

to 1-4 and 2-5 response combinations are used by the respondents to describe one-

dimensional attributes rather than attractive or must be attributes.   

This clearly states that classification of quality categories to 1-4 and 2-5 and 2-3 and 3-4 

response combinations are best addressed by New Kano evaluation table according to 

customer thoughts than in that of Kim et al. (2013) evaluation table. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Traditional Kano model has been used as a qualitative tool since 1984 to categorize 

customer requirements based upon the type of satisfaction. Even though several other 

qualitative techniques have been introduced throughout the years to improve accuracy of 

Kano model most widely used technique remained to be traditional Kano procedure due 

to its qualitative basic procedure. Main target of this research was to improve accuracy of 

the Kano model while leaving Kano much procedure as it is. Therefore initially this 

research focused on improving the validity of customers’ response obtained through Kano 

questionnaire. The method how customer understands Kano questionnaire and their 

pattern of response were analyzed using both Kano scale and Likert scale. Based on the 

weighted averages values obtained for each Kano statement it was clear that the original 

Kano theory does not accurately coincide with customers’ practical response pattern.  The 

statements “I can live with it” and “It must be that way” are not exactly weak response 

statements as Kano theory has originally stated. Customer seemed to carry a certain 

weight in their response when they select these statements as their answer. Due to this 

issue most of the responses when evaluated using Kano evaluation table tend to fall under 

the indifferent category even though customer genuinely does not feel indifferent towards 

the attribute. Based on this information Kano initial response statement wordings were 

changed to a clearer set of wordings that customer will understand easily. Using a Likert 

scale quantitative data (Kano statements) were converted to qualitative information and 

weighted average values for each response statement was calculated. Based on the new 

weighted average values, Kano graph was reconstructed and based on Kano new graph 

Kano evaluation table was also modified.  

The modified Kano evaluation table resolved many main problems in Kano 

categorization, including misleads between attractive, must be and one-dimensional and 

indifferent categories being the majority of the outcomes. Two case studies were carried 

out to ensure the accuracy of the developed model, which ensured that the outcomes based 

on new Kano evaluation sheet are more reasonable in the practical approach. When 

considering attributes in a product or service in general, most attributes are recognized to 

be one-dimensional. New Kano evaluation table sum up different response combinations 

that customer might use to represent one-dimensional. But there exist certain stages where 

an attribute might belong to attractive or must be category, in these cases customer is 

most likely to select ideal category of attractive or must be as this is out of the ordinary 

situation. If the responses to attractive or must be stands out from the sum of one-

dimensional responses, then this particular attribute definitely belongs to attractive or 

must be quality category.  This method avoids misunderstanding of one dimensional 

attributes as attractive or must be. Identifying an attractive or must be attribute as one-

dimensional would not cause much problem, but recognizing them vice versa would cost 

a lot more during product development stage and will also not provide any positive 

beneficial outcome.  

Future studies can be carried out in order to confirm the accuracy of this model. Results 

of this model can be compared with the outcomes of a much more quantitative approaches 

such as regression analysis or fuzzy logic. Responses to Kano questionnaire can be 

supported with self-importance scale to improve the accuracy of the final outcome.   

New Kano evaluation table can be used to improve the two-dimensional representation 

of Kano quality categories (figure 4.17, chapter 4) based on the new Kano categories 
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introduced (OA and OM) and the reformed SII and DDI equations. Two-dimensional 

representation of traditional Kano model was derived qualitatively from traditional Kano 

evaluation table. But this graph is not quite accurate, there should be specific region 

allocated for OA and OM and O categories. Rather than representing then by a single 

line, it is best to specify a certain region for these three categories of quality. Improving 

the two dimensional graphical representation of results will enable the manufacturer to 

see clearly how attributes are separated in to quality categories.  

 

  

Figure 6.1: Introducing regions for two-dimensional representation of Kano 

quality categories  
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Appendix A:  
 


